GL2020 Call for Posters and Prize

Twenty-Second International Conference on Grey Literature

http://gl2020.cnr.it/cfpo.php

Conference Poster Abstracts

Persons who seek to present a poster during GL2020 are invited to submit an English language abstract between 200-250 words. The abstract should describe the project, activity, information product and/or service. The abstract should likewise include a title, name(s) of the creator(s) and their full address information. Abstracts are an important source of information available prior to the conference that will be accessible to both the delegates and participants. November 5th, 2020 is the final due date for submission of both the abstracts and digital posters. http://gl2020.cnr.it/cfpo.php

Digital Poster Gallery

The conference program looks forward to showcasing your poster. Prior to the event, your abstract will remain online accessible. Those submitting poster abstracts will receive verification upon their receipt. This will then be accompanied by further guidelines for digital posters. Those submitting only posters are not required to pay the Author Publication Fee. http://gl2020.cnr.it/cfpoguid.php

Poster Prize 2020

Those presenting conference posters are also eligible for the Poster Prize 2020 that will be awarded the week following the close of the Conference. Posters will be judged by a panel of jurors on their innovative content, relevance to the conference topics, graphic design, and submitted abstract. View posters from former conferences in the GL-Series, http://greyguide.isti.cnr.it/index.php/greyguideportal/document-share/gl-poster-series
Twenty-Second International Conference on Grey Literature
‘Applications of Grey Literature for Science and Society’

GL2020 is hosted by CNR Italy on November 19, 2020

Conference Registration

GL2020, originally scheduled on location in Rome, turns to a virtual conference. There will be no fees for conference participants anyway, in order to guarantee the maximum comfort to the audience, the registration is required.

Click here to fill in the Registration Form.

Participating Organizations

Last update: September 24, 2020

Conference Sponsors

CNR - GERICo Laboratory
Data Archiving and Metadata Services, DANS-NIVIAW
EBSCO Publishing
GacetaLing Research Exchange Ontolog, GECO
German National Library of Science and Technology, TIB
GreyNet International, Grey Literature Network Services
Institute of Information Science and Technologies, ISTI-CNR
Korea Institute of Science & Technology Information, KISTI
Leibniz Information Centre for Science and Technology
National Library of Technology, NTI
National Research Council of Italy, CNR Central Library
Nuclear Information Section: International Atomic Energy Agency
Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical Information, CVUTAS
University of Florida: George A. Smathers Libraries
University of Life
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
WorldWideScience Alliance
University of California, Irvine
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Data Papers provide an Innovative Tool for Information and Data Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As of August 31st 2020</th>
<th>With Data Papers</th>
<th>Without Data Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GreyNet’s Datasets in DANS</td>
<td>46 Datasets 16 (34.8%) 30 (65.2%)</td>
<td>899 Downloads 423 (47.1%) 476 (52.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Downloads per Dataset</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study seeks to demonstrate how the data paper provides an innovative tool for information and data management, as part of an “ecosystem” of conference proceedings, journal articles, research data and open repositories. It relies upon GreyNet’s current collection of 46 published datasets and 16 data papers. The study highlights the importance of the human contribution for the writing of data papers and the enrichment of their metadata. To this end, key shared components of GreyNet’s collection of data papers are discussed, namely the stakeholders, linked metadata, open data archiving, preservation, and issues of quality and information rights. The study concludes from a user perspective by addressing the value of data papers drawn from available statistics.
Your 7 steps to sustainable data

1. Prepare your data
   Select the files you have. Check these for privacy and format against the guidelines issued by DANS.

2. Go to EASY
   Log on at https://easy.dans.knaw.nl. If you are new to EASY, you will have to register for an account first.

3. Start the deposit procedure
   Go to deposit your data. Select your discipline and click ‘start deposit’.

4. Documentation and access level
   Describe the dataset and indicate whether it is open access or whether access conditions apply.

5. Upload your data files
   Select your data files and click ‘upload dataset’.

6. Submit your data files
   Accept the license agreement and send your dataset to DANS by clicking the submit button.

Publication by DANS
   Once the study is published, and publish the description you made. Your data have then been sustainably archived and will be accessible to others on a permanent basis under the conditions you specified.

https://easy.dans.knaw.nl

http://greyguide.isti.cnr.it

Contact – conference@textrelease.com